Margate 7. 4. 1895
Matthew V. 5 “Blessed are the meek for they shall inherit the earth”
The Sermon on the Mount has come down to us and will go own to our children as one of the
simplest and most effective appeals for good living that has ever been made. It is the first and the
best manifesto of Christianity. It contains none of these strenuous arguments of a scientific and
philosophic kind by which Christian apologists have sought to confound opponents, and in it are
contained none of these points of dogma which have since been so avariciously seized upon by sects
to the detriment of Christian faith and Christian life. The sermon has a direct appeal to the inward
consciousness of man to those impulses which all men have more or less to choose the good and
shun the evil, and it falls from the master’s lips to find acceptance by the sons of men not because of
its convincing logic or intellectual strength but because of its great beauty, its lovableness to the
human soul, its noble and simple moral grandeur. It blesses not those who are strong and make their
way in the world, those to whom the world has become precious for its own sake, those who are
sure in their own beliefs, careful as to how they are to walk and obey, believers in their own powers,
but the poor in spirit, the mourning, the weak, those who hunger and thirst after righteousness,
those persecuted for righteousness sake, all those who have sorrow, into whose lives the ills of
others enter and abide, who look beyond the present for a time when righteousness, truth, mercy
shall reign, these are the truly blessed. Christ without giving a passing notice to the artificial cares of
life which now oppress us so much goes right down to the most inward impulses of humanity – to
those impulses which do not come into being with philosophies and which survive dogmas and
formulae of belief and conduct, which are present and speak to us even when in ordinary life but a
small space, if any at all be left for them, to those impulses which we obey when we love our
neighbours and identify our own good with that of everyone we meet and which make our own
happiness depart from us when we hear of others in suffering and pain. To listen to these impulses
says Christ is to be blessed. They will not put a song on our lips all day, they will not make us
acceptable to all men, they will cast no false light upon the world so that we may see it in a false
beauty or in an unreal glory, but the heart is dead that never beats sadly and slowly, the soul is lost
that can never experience the valley of the shadow of life. Love is the only permanent element in
human character. Fresh discoveries in science and a keener pursuit after critical truth may change
our standpoints many times over and reveal to us things that we have never before known and
compel us to join sides with which we have never before had sympathy. Ages and generations come
and go, passing forever with their different characteristics, their different pursuits, their different
requirements in methods of living, new interests come with the years but love remains for ever and
ever. And so if we are to say something that shall always be fresh to mankind, something to which
the man needing strength and guidance may always turn let us tell him of love and its attendants
justice, truth, sympathy, mercy, simplicity, meekness. That will be a tale which can never grow old,
which will lose its power and ultimately die as an old creature by weight of years. The great man of
his day is not always the great man of his race. We often know not the men who have come to lead
us nearer heaven until they have left us for ever. It is the doom of a great soul to be born in a trying
time. When its love of truth and righteousness instead of helping it to soar upwards, chains it to the
ground; instead of leading it out in a discovery of the realities of existence confines it to an attack on
the symbols of thought. Then the soul which would be at rest working out for itself, and through
itself for all men, a new heaven and a new earth, is racked with disappointment or tossed with fitful
hope concerning the woes of men around it. That divine spark which was lit for the guidance of
mankind has been consumed in attempts to emancipate a generation.

In times such as these in which we are, our difficulty is to be of this world and yet not be its servant;
to hate its hate, scorn its scorn and love its love and yet in all these emotional relationships with it to
preserve a consciousness of that other world of the soul which is governed by purity and justice and
love. We have to live our two natures, the one that of a sojourner in a land of the poor, the
oppressed, the ignorant, the blind, the evil – a land which cries continually for our help, a land given
to us to save. That nature imposes upon us our duties as citizens. It compels us to study man in order
that he with us may go on progressing. But our other nature leads us into higher work. It imposes
upon us our moral duties and reveals to us a higher place of life than the other. It tells us that we
ourselves must be reformed before e may reform others. It brings us into touch with ourselves and
leads us to ask inwardly what is good, what is just, what is ennobling, what is beautiful. It gives us
the steady light which never burns fitfully and is not extinguished by succeeding generations. Earth
changes, hills are removed, seas roll where herds grazed; societies are revolutionized, great nations
become vague memories, causes are lost and won, schemes of redemption one after another are
proved to be false, but surviving all the change and disappointment in outward things is this
permanent personality as imperious as ever in its demands for progressive reforms, as restless as
ever that new efforts should be spent in working out the ideal, as faithful as ever in its trust that
every failure is but bringing the ultimate triumph nearer. The symbol by which the soul was to be
represented in this world has been proved to be false. But the soul itself remains to lead us to create
new symbols and make fresh efforts towards projecting, so to speak, the best that is in man into his
surroundings. I have heard the old fashioned Christian laughed at for praying that God might send
certain benefits but that if in his all knowledge the deity saw fit to refuse the prayers request he
should do so, for that the supplicant would then know that his request had not met with the
pleasure of the almighty. Well, the expressions may be crude, but the attitude of mind indicated is
common to everyone who is working out any scheme for human wellbeing. In no direction do we
accept a failure as final. If we did, the world would be a torturing waste and mankind a mass of
wretched brutes. We should go through life, if we could muster up the courage to go through it at
all, heartless and hopeless as through the valley of the dark shadow. That which vitalises man is
neither his intellect nor his experience, but those indwelling loves of truth, righteousness, mercy
which we call his soul. To keep that love pure and strong and faithful is the work of the churches.
Here in our little communities we gather together and forgetting the cares of the week we rise on
our prayers and our hymns to the clear atmosphere of the affections. We drink of the fountain of
living waters which springs up into everlasting life. We remember our sins and weakness to deplore
them and to become stronger to resist them. We see dimly, it may be, but yet convincingly, that
great transcending end in which good and evil, success and failure, hope and disappointment have
all a place; and, conscious of our own imperfections in this glorious end which we see, we pray with
the poet
So, take and use thy work
Amend what flaws may lurk
What strain in the stuff what warpings past the aim
My times be in thy hand!
Perfect the cup as planned!
Let age approve of youth and death complete the same!
If the church is to rouse our passions, if it is to preach our hates and scorns, it will fail in this high
work to which it is called. Just as these artists I have mentioned have failed in their work, have, as it
were, wrested their purposes from the hands of God when they

Within these walls the weary soul should find rest, the doubting heart consolation, the unhappy
mind peace. The feverish unrest for worldly amelioration which is now upon us, opening up human
possibilities of which we had before scarcely dreamed, and for the first time for centuries making it
possible for us to carry our religion into our politics and see our religious convictions taking shape in
our political work, in spending itself to a bad purpose in attempting to secularise Christianity and to
use the churches as a means of spreading particular economic doctrine, of preaching class antipathy,
of forwarding political causes. In our worldly relations we want a guiding principle which is above
economic law and political expediency, a principle which will measure every age, the efficacy of
which shall not be limited by the peculiar needs of time. Our popular interests, great as they seem to
us are but small steps in reaching that end in store for men and occupy but small places in that
Divine plan which in the history of the human race is being slowly evolved. That principle by which
you and I must live is within ourselves. It is not created by, but creates our circumstances. It is only
as it lies athwart our world that we know the imperfections in which we live and that divine
discontent begins to move in us. And so, how blind is he who would turn the church from its care of
this eternal principle of justice and truth to becoming the voice of the discontent. It is as if a man
toiling hard in a thick tangled jungle through which no light came grumbled at the local beasts at his
side for doing no work and compelled him to extinguish the light to wield an axe. We can never lose
sight of the individual. The divine voice speaks to the individual soul and that soul becomes an
apostle. We spend the energy we here receive in ameliorative effort. When the darkness comes
upon us it will go hard with us if we have extinguished our torches; when we faint if we have no
source of energy left us; in the din and tumult, the nakedness and starvation of the world we need
to rest often on the knowledge of the divine power and perfection; if we are to fight our own battles
well we cannot do so if like brutes we are valiant as we are intoxicated with the taste of blood. There
are certain fundamental affections in the human mind and we know that with the training of these
affections we become stronger, we can endure the world better, evil tempts us less, good entices us
more. It is the work of the church to keep these affections pure and to nurture them in the minds of
men. The good Christian goes out into the world with a sword. He must use his judgement, he must
take the world as he has found it, he must choose his own methods of work according to his lights.
But the church remains to bless him, to speak of goodness and holiness, to awaken his conscience,
to reveal his true self to him. Its strength is that it transcends the world, that it unites classes, that it
affords a common meeting ground for disputants. This is the great service that the world could have;
that for a time and frequently, man should hold his communion with his permanent self, that free
from the coercive force of society he should think of divine purposes, and unconscious of the
resistance of a dull world he should live with these loves which in and through him are creating ideal
existences when in the words of Matthew Arnold
Liberated man
All differences with his fellow mortal closed
Shall be left standing face to face with God.
It is as a man’s soul stands on higher or lower levels that the world is imperfect or perfect to him and
he finds himself called upon to be a pioneer or a lotus eater.
Christ’s strength and perennial freshness then is owing to his having so effectually brushed aside
symbols and so persistently looked into the heart of things. That is the only possible way of uniting
all men and to continue that mission in the spirit in which it was started is now the duty of the
church.
You must not imagine that this in any way makes it impossible for us to be good citizens or that it
must of necessity lead us as it has Tolstoy to moral conclusions which mean in practice the extinction

of the species. As I have said there are two sides to life, the spiritual which we find expressed in the
sermon on the mount and the worldly which we find in its most abstract form in the theories of the
economists and politicians of the end of the last and the early days of this century. A union of these
two make up the principles upon which we must live. We have duties to the world and when we find
our souls to be in antagonism to our lives it is not because the world and the soul must necessarily
be opposed to each other, but because the world has extinguished the life of the soul and has
become our sole guide in life. In a combination of flesh and spirit have we truthful advance. The
difficulty is to find the just balancing between the two. The advantage which the good Christian has
in solving this difficulty is that his ideals by which the two combining factors are weighed are so
sensitive that a want of equilibrium is immediately felt. The Christian undoubtedly must be a man of
the world. Everyman has duties, some of them racial others self imposed to the world and no moral
aspiration no sensitive disgust can justify him in neglecting to perform his duties whilst he is able to
do so: and although I have insisted that the church should never allow itself to become an advocate
of the particular and dogmatic, at the same time it is but just that men should estimate the value of
its spiritual teaching by the effect which it has upon the world.
To many who are impatient to possess the secrets of the soul this may perhaps be small consolation,
but it is not for us to demand the impossible and our doing so will not help to bring it to us. The way
to a contented soul is to conduct life after the manner of the soul’s desires which are all love and all
beauty. We cannot at beyond the practical wisdom of the Stoic who spoke of the foolishness of
being disturbed by small things that are unloveable but we must not neglect to recognise our own
duty, our own nature to make the ugly beautiful, the repulsive loveable and the crooked straight.
In short, the tale of love which every divine spirit has whispered in our ears is a tale which, unless we
have listened to it and been charmed with it until like hypnotised beings we ourselves live in it, will
haunt us with its beauty and spoil the tinsel gaiety which other guides bring to us for a time if we
become obedient to them.
From its very nature we cannot tell this tale by precept merely. The life of love is not a life of book
making and argumentative hair splitting. A soul cannot be made to feel the influences of love by
force of argument. Its excellence can only be proved by experience and so in this great sermon Christ
talks not to the reason and will but o the emotions. “Do this” he says “but feel this and be blessed”
and the more we so do and feel, the more blessed do we feel. All other methods of life are
(ultimately disappointing and at best are empty of real enjoyment. Make an experiment in this. On
individual experience does he trust for his apportionment of awards and punishments, and he
neither countenances a belief in preordination by which men are condemned or saved by the decree
of an almighty will, nor are the qualities which he blessed those which are possible to but one rank
in society. For the poor washerwoman as well as the prince there is hope in the words, they suggest
a life as possible to the ignorant as to the educated. Wherever there is a soul, a response to a human
ideal, a sigh for a human woe, a desire to do justice there is a home for the Christ(; and as the
widow’s mite in the estimation of him wasy)
By this phrase Christ meant to imply
That they would control production and employ armies of workers. That is inheriting the earth as the
nineteenth century interprets the phrase
But how important to the man who preached the sermon on the mount must have that set of
inheritances appeared, and how insignificant even, to us to whom extreme poverty is the only
choice if we refuse such wealth and whose duties to family and friends so often are comprehended

in our amassing riches? How insignificant to us I say, does this meaning of inheritance appear in our
moments of clear sightedness? From one who has such an inheritance we have generally withheld
our moral approbation and we have had to experience the sad spectacle of a human being having no
kind word or thought following him to his grave and that because he had much possessions and
great inheritances. To inherit the earth is not to possess it as ‘possession’ is defined in our manuals
on economics. To have great wealth is not to be rich. Our Mannings who have given much and left
nothing are richer than our Goulds who have given nothing and left millions. To relieve suffering, to
alleviate pain, to be strength to the weak, to have a glad heart; that is the only permanent gain of
man, that is true riches, that is the only treasure sacred from moth, rust and thieves. These qualities
with a faithful doing of what seems to us to be will of our father which is in heaven, and a quiet,
steadfast acceptance of whatever fate may be ours is the only title deeds anyone can have to
possession. Then may we live in our grand inheritance of the efforts of heroes, of the beauty of the
world. Then can we read our histories and have a possession in them such as no one else can have;
to us will our Shakespeares, our Miltons, our Shelleys, our Tennysons be more precious than to any
other. Sunset and morning star; the grandeur and majesty, the peace and repose nature, every
divine pulse beating through the human heart, every human triumph over the forces of evil are ours
to possess, to enjoy, to sing praises for. Limited to no sordid, selfish boundary; blinded by no petty
personal desire, we enter into communion with the best and noblest that have gone before us and
are now around us. To us spring, summer, autumn, winter comes with their burden of beauty, and
yield them to us to be possessed by us forever and ever, harmony in the world thrills through our
souls. In the strictest and truest sense, to the meek, the earth is for an inheritance, for to him it is so
subdued that its viccisitudes trouble him but little, and its cares never lead him to lose faith in the
power of goodness. To him, nature reveals her spiritual secrets and becomes the betrothed of his
soul. Humanity and nature join together to bring their wealth to him and though his pockets be
empty he is endowed with the most precious of riches. With the psalmist he may joyfully sing “The
judgements of the Lord are true and righteous altogether. More to be desired are they than gold;
sweeter also than honey and the honeycomb; moreover by them is thy servant warmed; and in
keeping of them is great reward.” And then when that moment comes when the past rises from its
grave to cheer or reprove the soul about to leave the world, what better possession can a man have
gained during life than that he has learned to walk humbly and meekly, that to him the Divine has
always shone through the aspects of humanity and nature and that his memory is a store house of
thought and effort directed to Christ’s words and life. If we mistake not grievously, it is these
thoughts which are now moving in us, and may this recent time when we lived again with the young
Nazarene in his stall, an outcast from the inn, the child of poverty make the purpose of his life, his
sayings and his work clearer to us, and endow us more and more richly with that sweet spirit and
childlike trust in goodness which through him have been handed down to men the richest of their
possessions.
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